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PRESS RELEASE
#DAWNCHORUS365 (hashtag dawn chorus 365)
“Harsh chirrup? No soft. The first sound of a bird.”
“Rain pitches between forest and field.”
“Traffic forcing paper cut through the dawn.”
#dawnchorus365 is an ever
changing online artwork – that
is viewable during the hours
of dawn - by writing collective
Seven Art Writers, which
reinterprets dawn every day
for a year via Twitter.
Image; Approach to Sudborough
Green Lodge photographed by
Kenneth J Martin

Just before the launch of #dawnchorus365, Seven Art Writers tweeted observations
and responses to the changing environment at their separate locations during one
shared dawn. Some of the writers and artists had spent a night in a very rural
location, a Lodge in the middle of Fermyn Woods; whilst others had been observing
early morning human activity in the urban environment of Forest Gate, London; in
Dunfermline and in Oxford.
Their combined tweets are now playing online for a total of 365 daybreaks. Each day
the online performance expands or contracts to fit the actual times of dawn and
sunrise (dawn is briefest in mid-winter and longest in mid-summer, when it lasts all
night).

Members of the public are invited to join #dawnchorus365, by adding their tweets to
the mass dawn chorus accumulating throughout the year. We are inviting everyone
to observe a place they know, or maybe passing through, during dawn hours (GMT)
and craft their own tweets responding to the sights and sounds of daybreak. They
can then participate in the project by tweeting to #dawnchorus365. Viewers are
invited to read the performance as it unfolds and play with language, echo and recycle
the tweets of others.

Editor’s Notes
#dawnchorus365 was devised by Natasha Vicars and created by the Seven Art
Writers collective; Mary Paterson, Tamarin Norwood, Sally Labern, Eddy
Dreadnought, Tiffany Charrington, Joanna Brown and Natasha Vicars.
This is the fourth in FCA’s annual presentations of online artwork and will continue
until 14 November 2014.
The project has been funded by Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts.

For further information please contact Yasmin Canvin on 01832 733009 or
yasmin@fermynwoods.co.uk.
International Dawn Chorus Day is 4 May 2014; http://idcd.info

